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QUESTION 1

What would the file permission example "rwsr-sr-x" translate to in absolute mode? 

A. 1755 

B. 6755 

C. 6645 

D. 1644 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following are examples of Issue-Specific policies all organizations should address? 

A. Perimeter filtering guides, break times for employees, desktop neatness and backup procedures. 

B. Rogue wireless access points, auditing, break time for employees and organizational structure. 

C. Audit logs, physical access, mission statements and network protocols used. 

D. Backup requirements, employee monitoring, physical access and acceptable use. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

When discussing access controls, which of the following terms describes the process of determining the activities or
functions that an Individual is permitted to perform? 

A. Authentication 

B. Identification 

C. Authorization 

D. Validation 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You ask your system administrator to verify user compliance with the corporate policies on password strength, namely
that all passwords will have at least one numeral, at least one letter, at least one special character and be 15 characters
long. He comes to you with a set of compliance tests for use with an offline password cracker. They are designed to
examine the following parameters of the password: 
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* 

they contain only numerals 

* 

they contain only letters 

* 

they contain only special characters 

* 

they contain only letters and numerals 

* 

they contain only letters and special characters 

* 

they contain only numerals and special characters Of the following, what is the benefit to using this set of tests? 

A. 

They are focused on cracking passwords that use characters prohibited by the password policy 

B. 

They find non-compliant passwords without cracking compliant passwords. 

C. 

They are focused on cracking passwords that meet minimum complexity requirements 

D. 

They crack compliant and non-compliant passwords to determine whether the current policy is strong enough 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following radio frequencies is used by the IEEE 802.11a wireless network? 

A. 3.7 GHz 

B. 7.0 GHz 

C. 2.4 GHz 

D. 5.0 GHz 

Correct Answer: D 
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